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Meeting our Unborn Children 
Testimony by Guenter and Yumiko Kersting 

 My dear Brothers and Sisters, 

Many among us know each other for some 30-40 plus years with fond memories. We have 
been proud to attend our True Parents and grateful for 
their blessings!  

The situation today is quite different. We would not have 
this imagined when True Father was still alive, not in our 
wildest dreams! Witnessing the divisions in the 
foundations we have built over the years is shocking.   

We do not regret that we as a family unitedly had the courage in the middle of 2015, to take 
the bold step of having returned to True Father’s authority under the leadership of His 
anointed heir and successor Hyung Jin Moon. 

Incredible spiritual experiences were the results. We are utmost grateful to God, True Father 
and his Heir Hyung Jin Nim , who made this possible!  

Here are some of our experiences: This we want to share with you, something very real 
concerning our family! 

This is the incredible story of our spirit-world children who ascended in 1992/1993. Both 
pregnancies died in the 12th week. They were well alive one week before; scanned pictures 
were the proof of it. How unusual now there was nothing visible!  Not understandable, even 
to the medical experts! 

We were very sad that we could not have more children and have shed many tears! Still we 
were very happy to have our beloved son who brought so much joy to us and others, and we 
invested all we could as parents so that he would grow into a man of God. Although we could 
not be a substitute to him as a brother or sister. He cried at times and asked why he could not 
have a brother and sister. 

Since having been connected with True Father’s heir and successor Hyung Jin Moon, the 2nd 
King of CIG, our lives improved dramatically. 

The Blessing for the return to True Fathers Authority on August 30. 2015 was the beginning. 
Then the ancestor liberation up to 210 generation, completion for Yumiko's Japanese 
ancestors. Right after, like instantly when the remaining ancestors were liberated, the 
atmosphere changed so that our tense relationship among us changed to a heavenly one.   
And recently the cosmic liberation of all unborn children - miscarried or aborted- in all of 
history! It is a great victory for God!  

Yumiko made many conditions to support the liberation for the two spirits of our unborn 
children. At the time of the liberation ceremony we wanted to participate through the internet 
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live transmission, however we had a power blackout, so our computer screen was blank. It 
was well after midnight so we decided to go to bed. At the moment Yumiko closed her eyes 
she saw some golden lights ascending slowly. These were some liberated spirits, and she 
thanked Heavenly Father and went to sleep! 

The next morning she went to pray. When she started to pray, there were the liberated 
children all standing in the room. 

The children were wonderfully smiling. She never had such an experience before in her life. 
They appeared as a boy and a girl. Yumiko shared this experience with our son Mathias who 
lives currently in Sweden with his wife Mari. When Yumiko shared this experience with 
Mathias, he told us that Mari had a dream and met these two children, a boy and a girl. She 
confirmed to Mathias that he has a brother and a sister!   

The boy looked similar to Mathias and is younger than the girl. This was so wonderful to see 
the spiritual unity in our family even we live in different parts of the world. 

We remembered when we started our family; we had the desire to have three children, one 
daughter and two sons. Now we are so happy that this became a reality! Hyung Jin Nim 

asked all who had liberated spirit world-children to 
give them names. 

The names we gave:   

FLORENCE for the daughter, meaning: blooming 
and flourishing. 

KENJI for the son, meaning: intelligent 2nd son, 
strong and vigorous  

A few weeks later Kazuko Newman had a dream. She saw Kenji and Florence very clearly as 
grown-ups beginning in their twenties.  Florence smiled and talked to her, called out to her: 
"Hello auntie Kazuko!" Kazuko-san was so happy. She is an excellent artist, so she sketched 
the faces of our children!  

This experience shows that heaven and earth have come closer together in this age. It is so 
real to live in oneness with spirit world! 

 It also shows the unity of Hyung Jin Nim & True Father and the great works True Father 
does through him. This is one more reason to trust Hyung Jin Nim in the position of the 2nd 
King of Cheon Il Guk 100%! 

Sincerely, 

Guenter & Yumiko Kersting        


